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Public Key Encryption

and

Security against CCA

Takahiro Matsuda (AIST)

※ This slide is a slightly revised version of

the slide file used in the tutorial talk in INDOCRYPT 2018.

(References can be found in the end)



Public Key Encryption (PKE) 
[DH76]

⚫ A fundamental tool for secure communication

⚫ w/o shared secret information in advance

⚫ Used as building blocks for many higher-level protocols

⚫ E.g. key exchange
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Encryption

cEnc(pkBob, m)

Ciphertext

c

Decryption

mDec(skBob, c)

Key Generation

(skBob, pkBob)KG(1k)

Bob

Alice

Network (maybe insecure)

Public：
“Bob”: pkBob

♪

??



Syntax of PKE

⚫ PKE consists of 3 algorithms

⚫ KG➔ (pk, sk)

⚫ Enc(pk, m) ➔ C

⚫ Dec(sk, C) ➔ m / ⊥(invalid symbol)
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Correctness:

∀(pk, sk) KG:

It holds that Dec(sk, Enc(pk, m) ) = m



Basic Security Notions of PKE

⚫ Indistinguishability under Chosen Plaintext Attack
(IND-CPA-security, or just CPA-security) [GM84]

⚫ No information leaks from a ciphertext

⚫ Captures security against passive adversaries

⚫ IND under Chosen Ciphertext Attack
(IND-CCA2-security, or just CCA-security) [NY90], [RS91]

⚫ No information leaks even if an “active” adversary can make 
“decryption queries”

4
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IND-CPA Security
(Or just CPA security)

pk

Challenge

m0, m1

C* = Enc(pk,mb)

Challenge

oracle

(only once)

Guess

bA

b

A •PKE is IND-CPA secure if 

for any PPT adversary A,

|Pr[bA = b] － 1/2| = neg. 
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IND-CCA Security
(a.k.a. IND-CCA2 Security, or just CCA security)

pk

Challenge

m0, m1

C* = Enc(pk,mb)

•PKE is IND-CCA secure if 

for any PPT adversary A,

|Pr[bA = b] － 1/2| = neg. 

C

m = Dec(sk, C)

Dec.

oracle

Challenge

oracle

(only once)

Guess

bA

b

Prohibited:

C = C*

A



Why CCA Security so Important?

⚫ CCA itself might not occur in practice, however…

⚫ CCA-like attacks occur in practice

⚫ Bleichenbacher’s attack on PKCS#1 v.1.5 [Ble98,BFK+12]

⚫ CCA security implies many important & useful 

notions

⚫ Non-malleability [DDN91,BS99,BS06,PSV07]

⚫ Universal composability [Can01,CKN03]

⚫ …

⚫ Easy to formulate and work with

⚫ Avoid complicated and error-prone security proofs

➔ Nowadays, de-facto standard security for PKE!!



This Tutorial

⚫ Part 1:

⚫ Review of classical techniques for constructing

CCA secure PKE and their security proofs

⚫ Part 2:

⚫ Brief survey of recent topics on CCA secure PKE

⚫ and open problems

8



Part 1:

Classical Constructions of 

CCA Secure PKE

9



Part 1 Outline

⚫ Naor-Yung construction

⚫ KEM & Hybrid Encryption

⚫ Hash proof systems

⚫ Fujisaki-Okamoto construction

⚫ We will see how each construction looks like,

and how its security is proved

⚫ If you are a starter of public-key cryptography research,

I highly recommend writing down every detail of

the formal proofs of these constructions by yourself !!
10



Naor-Yung @ STOC’90

⚫ Introduced the notion of CCA security

⚫ Original paper [NY90] showed the first IND-CCA1 secure 

construction

⚫ Later several works extend it to achieve full IND-CCA2

⚫ Dolev-Dwork-Naor @ STOC’91 [DDN91]

⚫ Sahai @ STOC’99 [Sah99]

⚫ De Santis et al. @ C’01 [DDOPS’01]

⚫ Lindell @ EC’03 [Lin03]

11



Naor-Yung Construction

Overview

⚫ [NY90]

⚫ [Sah99, Lin03]

12
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NIZK proof (in CRS model)

CPA

PKE
+ CCA1 

PKE

12

NIZK proof (in CRS model)

with simulation soundness

CPA

PKE
+ CCA2 

PKE
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IND-CCA1 Security

pk

Challenge

m0, m1

C* = Enc(pk,mb)

•PKE is IND-CCA1 secure if 

for any PPT adversary A,

|Pr[bA = b] － 1/2| = neg. 

C

m

Dec.

oracle

Challenge

oracle

(only once)

Guess

bA

b

Available only 

before 

challenge

A



Preliminary for NIZK Proof:

NP Language

⚫ Informal definition:

⚫ L is an NP language

➔ Given a witness w for the fact of x ∊ L,

one can check it in poly-time in |x|

⚫ A bit for formal definition:

⚫ L is an NP language

➔∃ poly p, q and PPT algorithm RL:

⚫ ∀(x, w): RL(x, w) runs in at most p(|x|) steps

⚫ ∀x ∊ L,∃ w ∊ {0,1}q(|x|) : RL(x, w) = 1

⚫ ∀x ∉ L,∀ w ∊ {0,1}q(|x|) : RL(x, w) = 0
14
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Non-interactive Proof System

in the common reference string (CRS) model

⚫ Prover who knows a witness w for x ∊ L, can convince 

Verifier of the validity of x ∊ L, by just one message

⚫ CRS model allows system-wide public parameter

⚫ Necessary to consider zero-knowledge property for NP

Verifier
Prover

x, “proof” π

Want to

convince x ∊ L

witness

w

x ∊ L !!

crs



Non-interactive Proof System 

for NP Language L (in the CRS Model)

⚫ Algorithms:

⚫ For defining “Zero-knowledge property”, it is convenient

to consider the following algorithms as part of the syntax

16

CRS generation crs  CRSGen(1k)

Prover’s algorithm π  Prove(crs, x, w)

Verifier’s algorithm 1 or 0  Ver(crs, x, π)

(x, w) ∊ RL

Simulation of CRS (crs, td)  Sim1(1
k)

Simulation of Proof π  Sim2(td, x)

Correctness: ∀(x, w) ∊ RL,∀crs CRSG(1|x|): 

It holds that Ver(crs, x, Prove(crs, x, w) ) = 1

A “fake” proof can be 

generated even for a 

“false” statement x ∉ L



⚫ Zero Knowledge (ZK) Property
⚫ Proof π does not leak information of witness w

beyond the validity of a statement x
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Security Requirements of

NIZK Proof System (1/2)

crsb

(x*, w*) ∊ RL

π*b

•For any PPT adversary A,

|Pr[bA = b] － 1/2| = neg. 

b

A

Guess

bA

crs1  CRSGen

(crs0, td0)  Sim1

b

π*1Prove(crs1, x*, w*) 

π*0 Sim2(td0, x*)



⚫ (One-time)

Simulation Soundness
⚫ Adversary can’t find a proof for a false 

statement, even under simulated 

CRS and after observing one 

simulated proof

Security Requirements of

NIZK Proof System (2/2)

⚫ Soundness
⚫ Adversary can’t find a valid proof for

a false statement, i.e. (x’, π’) s.t.

(1) Ver(crs, x’, π’) = 1

(2) x’ ∉ L

18

A

crs

x’, π’

∀ PPT A:

Pr[Ver(crs,x’,π’) = 1

∧ x’ ∉ L]

= neg.

A

crs

x’, π’

(crs, td)  Sim1

∀ PPT A:

Pr[Ver(crs,x’,π’) = 1

∧x’ ∉ L 

∧ (x’, π’) ≠ (x, π) ]

= neg.

x

π π  Sim2(td, x)



Naor-Yung Construction

⚫ Building Blocks:

⚫ PKE Π1 = (KG1, Enc1, Dec1)

⚫ PKE Π2 = (KG2, Enc2, Dec2)

⚫ NIZK P = (CRSG, Prove, Ver, Sim1, Sim2) for the following NP language Leq

Leq = { (pk1, pk2, c1, c2)| ∃(m, r1, r2) s.t. ci = Enci(pki, m; ri) (i = 1,2) }

⚫ NY construction: ΠNY = (KGNY, EncNY, DecNY)

19

Note： Π1 and Π2 can be the same PKE

⚫ KGNY:
1. (pki, ski)  KGi

for i = 1,2

2. crs  CRSGen

3. PK (pk1, pk2, crs)

4. SK  (sk1, sk2)

5. Return (PK, SK)

⚫ DecNY(SK, C)
1. (c1, c2, π)  C

2. x (pk1, pk2, c1, c2)

3. If Ver(crs, x, π) = 0

then return ⊥

4. Return m  Dec1(sk1, c1)

⚫ EncNY(PK, m)
1. r1, r2  random

2. ci  Enci(pki, m; ri) for i = 1,2

3. x  (pk1, pk2, c1, c2)

4. w (m, r1, r2)

5. π Prove(crs, x, w)

6. Return C (c1, c2, π)

Guarantees c1 and c2 encrypt the same m



Security of NY Construction

⚫ Thm. [NY90]:

Assume

⚫ PKE Π1 and Π2 are IND-CPA

⚫ P is NIZK for Leq

➔ NY construction ΠNY is IND-CCA1

⚫ Thm. [Sah90,Lin03]:

Assume

⚫ PKE Π1 and Π2 are IND-CPA

⚫ P is NIZK for Leq and

satisfies (one-time) simulation soundness

➔ NY construction ΠNY is IND-CCA2
20



Intuition for CCA Security 

Proof of NY Construction

⚫ Basic strategy： Use CPA security of underlying PKE π1 and π2 to 

show that challenge ciphertext C* = (c*1, c*2, π*)  doesn’t leak mb

1. π* is dependent on mb and randomness r*1 and r*2 used in c*1 and c*2

But due to ZK of P, crs and π* can be replaced with simulated ones 

without using mb and r*1, r*2

2. Due to CPA security of Π2, mb can be erased from c*2

3. Due to simulation soundness of P, after checking the validity of π,

we almost always have Dec1(sk1, c1) = Dec2(sk2,c2)

➔ sk2 can be used to answer dec. queries, instead of sk1

4. Now mb is contained only in c*1, but it is protected by CPA security of Π1

➔ mb is leaked from nowhere ☺
21



Game-Hopping-Style Proof [Sho04], [BR06]

⚫ A methodology for proving security of a crypto primitive 

based on multiple assumptions

⚫ In the case of this tutorial:

1. Define Game 1 = Original CCA security game

2. Define several “related” security games (Games 2, 3, 4, …)

3. Then, show that 

⚫ Pr[A wins Game 1] ≈ Pr[A wins Game 2],

Pr[A wins Game 2] ≈ Pr[A wins Game 3], etc., and

⚫ Pr[A wins Final Game] ≈ 1/2

⚫ Then, the security proof is completed because

A’s CCA advantage = |Pr[A wins Game 1] – 1/2|

≈ |Pr[A wins Final Game] – 1/2| = neg. 22

Each step is a usual 

reduction-style proof, 

or uses an info.-

theoretic argument
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Security Proof of NY (1/5)

PK=

(pk1,pk2, crs)

m0, m1

C =

(c1, c2, π)

m /⊥

x = (pk1, pk2, c1, c2)

Check Ver(crs, x, π)

m  Dec1(sk1, c2)

c*1  Enc1(pk1, mb; r*1)

c*2  Enc2(pk2, mb; r*2)

x* (pk1, pk2, c*1, c*2)

w* (mb,r*1,r*2)

π*  Prove(crs,x*,w*)
bA

A
m0, m1

C =

(c1, c2, π)

m /⊥

x = (pk1, pk2, c1, c2)

Check Ver(crs, x, π)

m  Dec1(sk1, c2)

c*1  Enc1(pk1, mb; r*1)

c*2  Enc2(pk2, mb; r*2)

x* (pk1, pk2, c*1, c*2)

π*  Sim2(td,x*)

bA

A

crs CRSGen (crs,td)  Sim1

Dec. oracle Dec. oracle

ChallengeChallenge

PK=

(pk1,pk2, crs)

⚫ Game 1 (CCA game) ⚫ Game 2

C* =

(c*1,c*2,π*)
C* =

(c*1,c*2,π*)

Pr[bA = b in Game 1] Pr[bA = b in Game 2]≈
Due to ZK property of NIZK P
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Security Proof of NY (2/5)

m0, m1

C =

(c1, c2, π)

m /⊥

x = (pk1, pk2, c1, c2)

Check Ver(crs, x, π)

m  Dec1(sk1, c1)

c*1  Enc1(pk1, mb)

c*2  Enc2(pk2, 0)

x* (pk1, pk2, c*1, c*2)

π*  Sim2(td,x*)

bA

A

(crs,td)  Sim1

Dec. oracle

Challenge

PK=

(pk1,pk2, crs)

⚫ Game 2 ⚫ Game 3

C* =

(c*1,c*2,π*)

Pr[bA = b in Game 2] Pr[bA = b in Game 3]≈

m0, m1

C =

(c1, c2, π)

m /⊥

x = (pk1, pk2, c1, c2)

Check Ver(crs, x, π)

m  Dec1(sk1, c1)

c*1  Enc1(pk1, mb)

c*2  Enc2(pk2, mb)

x* (pk1, pk2, c*1, c*2)

π*  Sim2(td,x*)

bA

A

(crs,td)  Sim1

Dec. oracle

Challenge

PK=

(pk1,pk2, crs)

C* =

(c*1,c*2,π*)

Due to CPA security of PKE π2
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Security Proof of NY (3/5)

m0, m1

C =

(c1, c2, π)

m /⊥

x = (pk1, pk2, c1, c2)

Check Ver(crs, x, π)

m  Dec2(sk2, c2)

c*1  Enc1(pk1, mb)

c*2  Enc2(pk2, 0)

x* (pk1, pk2, c*1, c*2)

π*  Sim2(td,x*)

bA

A

(crs,td)  Sim1

Dec. oracle

Challenge

PK=

(pk1,pk2, crs)

⚫ Game 3 ⚫ Game 4

C* =

(c*1,c*2,π*)

Pr[bA = b in Game 3] Pr[bA = b in Game 4]

m0, m1

C =

(c1, c2, π)

m /⊥

x = (pk1, pk2, c1, c2)

Check Ver(crs, x, π)

m  Dec1(sk1, c1)

c*1  Enc1(pk1, mb)

c*2  Enc2(pk2, 0)

x* (pk1, pk2, c*1, c*2)

π*  Sim2(td,x*)

bA

(crs,td)  Sim1

Dec. oracle

Challenge

PK=

(pk1,pk2, crs)

C* =

(c*1,c*2,π*)

A
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Security Proof of NY (3/5)

m0, m1

C =

(c1, c2, π)

m /⊥

x = (pk1, pk2, c1, c2)

Check Ver(crs, x, π)

m  Dec2(sk2, c2)

c*1  Enc1(pk1, mb)

c*2  Enc2(pk2, 0)

x* (pk1, pk2, c*1, c*2)

π*  Sim2(td,x*)

bA

A

(crs,td)  Sim1

Dec. oracle

Challenge

PK=

(pk1,pk2, crs)

⚫ Game 3 ⚫ Game 4

C* =

(c*1,c*2,π*)

Pr[bA = b in Game 3] Pr[bA = b in Game 4]≈

m0, m1

C =

(c1, c2, π)

m /⊥

x = (pk1, pk2, c1, c2)

Check Ver(crs, x, π)

m  Dec1(sk1, c1)

c*1  Enc1(pk1, mb)

c*2  Enc2(pk2, 0)

x* (pk1, pk2, c*1, c*2)

π*  Sim2(td,x*)

bA

(crs,td)  Sim1

Dec. oracle

Challenge

PK=

(pk1,pk2, crs)

C* =

(c*1,c*2,π*)

A

Due to Sim.-soundness of NIZK P

Game 3 and Game 4 are identical unless A submits a valid deq. query

C = (c1, c2, π) (wrt. Ver) s.t. Dec1(sk1, c1) ≠ Dec2(sk2, c2)

➔Such query implies (pk1, pk2, c1, c2) ∉ Leq

Also, C ≠ C* implies (pk1,pk2,c1,c2,π) ≠ (pk1,pk2,c*1,c*2,π*)

➔ Such query violates the simulation-soundness of P!
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Security Proof of NY (4/5)

m0, m1

C =

(c1, c2, π)

m /⊥

x = (pk1, pk2, c1, c2)

Check Ver(crs, x, π)

m  Dec2(sk2, c2)

c*1  Enc1(pk1, 0)

c*2  Enc2(pk2, 0)

x* (pk1, pk2, c*1, c*2)

π*  Sim2(td,x*)

bA

A

(crs,td)  Sim1

Dec. oracle

Challenge

PK=

(pk1,pk2, crs)

⚫ Game 4 ⚫ Game 5

C* =

(c*1,c*2,π*)

Pr[bA = b in Game 4] Pr[bA = b in Game 5]≈

m0, m1

C =

(c1, c2, π)

m /⊥

x = (pk1, pk2, c1, c2)

Check Ver(crs, x, π)

m  Dec2(sk2, c2)

c*1  Enc1(pk1, mb)

c*2  Enc2(pk2, 0)

x* (pk1, pk2, c*1, c*2)

π*  Sim2(td,x*)

bA

(crs,td)  Sim1

Dec. oracle

Challenge

PK=

(pk1,pk2, crs)

C* =

(c*1,c*2,π*)

A

Due to CPA security of PKE π1
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Security Proof of NY (5/5)

⚫ Game 5

m0, m1

C =

(c1, c2, π)

m /⊥

x = (pk1, pk2, c1, c2)

Check Ver(crs, x, π)

m  Dec2(sk2, c2)

c*1  Enc1(pk1, 0)

c*2  Enc2(pk2, 0)

x* (pk1, pk2, c*1, c*2)

π*  Sim2(td,x*)

bA

(crs,td)  Sim1

Dec. oracle

Challenge

PK=

(pk1,pk2, crs)

C* =

(c*1,c*2,π*)

A

⚫ In Game 5, no info. on mb

appears in A’s view

➔ Pr[bA = b in Game 5] = 1/2

⚫ In summary,

Pr[bA = b in Game 1]

≈ … ≈

Pr[bA = b in Game 5] = 1/2

➔ A’s CCA advantage =

|Pr[bA = b in Game 1] － 1/2| = neg.



Some Remarks

⚫ NY is versatile and is used to achieve many types of CCA security

⚫ KDM security, selective-opening security, leakage resilience, etc.

⚫ NIZK proofs for any NP language (with adaptive soundness)

⚫ Based on (enhanced version of)

Trapdoor permutation [Gol01], [Gol04], [Gol11], [GR13], [CL18]

⚫ Based on Bilinear maps [GOS06] etc.

⚫ Transformation of any NIZK w/o sim.-soundness

into one with (one-time) sim.-soundness [Lin03]

⚫ CPA PKE + NIZK w/o simulation soundness [DDN91]

⚫ Construction is much more complicated than NY construction 
29



Part 1 Outline

⚫ Naor-Yung construction

⚫ KEM & Hybrid Encryption

⚫ Hash proof systems

⚫ Fujisaki-Okamoto construction

30



Hybrid Encryption and KEM

⚫ Typically, PKE is order of magnitude slower than symmetric key 

primitives, and not suitable for encrypting long messages

⚫ Hybrid encryption is a simple yet quite practical method

⚫ Idea: Split the encryption process into “pk-part” and “sk- part”

⚫ PK-encrypt a (fixed-length) session-key K

⚫ SK-encrypt a (potentially long) message m using K as a key

⚫ The “pk-part” of hybrid encryption is formalized as

key encapsulation mechanism (KEM)

⚫ Formalized in [Sho00]

31

KEM SKE PKE+
Also called DEM (data encapsulation mechanism)

in the context of hybrid encryption



= “public-key” part of hybrid encryption

Key Encapsulation Mechanism

(KEM)

⚫ Syntax

⚫ Key Generation:

(pk, sk)  KKG(1k)

⚫ Encapsulation:

(C, K)  Encap(pk)

K: a session-key used by SKE

⚫ Decapsulation:

K or ⊥ Decap(sk, C)

⚫ IND-CCA Security:

32

A

b  {0,1}

pk, C*, K*b

bA

C

K

Dec. Oracle

K = Decap(sk, C)

C ≠ C*

∀ PPT A:

|Pr[bA = b] − 1/2| = neg.

Real K*1

Random K*0



Symmetric Key Encryption

(SKE)

⚫ Syntax

⚫ Encryption:

C SEnc (K, m)

⚫ Decryption:

m or ⊥ SDec (K, C)

⚫ IND-OTCCA Security:

33

A

bA

C Dec. Oracle

m = SDec(K, C)

C ≠ C*

∀ PPT A:

|Pr[bA = b] − 1/2| = neg.

m

m0, m1

C* = SEnc(K,mb)

Challenge

oracle

(only once)

b

one-time

K random



Useful Composition Results

⚫ [HHK10]

⚫ [CS03]

3434

CPA

KEM

OTCPA

SKE

CPA

PKE+
CCA1

KEM

OTCPA

SKE

CCA1

PKE+

CCA2

KEM

OTCCA2

SKE

CCA2

PKE+



Hybrid Encryption

⚫ Building Blocks:

⚫ KEM Γ = (KKG, Encap, Decap)

⚫ SKE E = (SEnc, SDec)

⚫ Hybrid PKE construction: Π = (KG, Enc, Dec)

35

⚫ KG:
1. (pk, sk)  KKG

2. Return (pk, sk)

⚫ Dec(sk, C)
1. (c1, c2)  C

2. K Decap(sk, c1)

3. If K = ⊥ then return ⊥

4. Return m  SDec(K, c2)

⚫ Enc(pk, m)
1. (c1, K) Encap(pk)

2. c2  SEnc(K, m)

3. Return C (c1, c2)
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Proof of

CCAKEM + CCASKE = CCAPKE (1/4)

pk

m0, m1

C = (c1, c2)

m /⊥

K Decap(sk, c1)

m  SDec(K, c2)

(c*1, K*)  Encap (pk)

c*2  SEnc(K*, mb)

C* (c*1, c*2)

bA

A

Dec. oracle

Challenge

⚫ Game 1 (CCA game) ⚫ Game 2

C*

Pr[bA = b in Game 1] Pr[bA = b in Game 2]=
No difference in the behavior of Dec. oracle

(If c1 = c*1, then Decap(sk, c1) = K*)

pk

m0, m1

m /⊥

If c1 = c*1 then K K*

else K Decap(sk, c1)

m  SDec(K, c2)

(c*1, K*)  Encap (pk)

c*2  SEnc(K*, mb)

C*  (c*1, c*2)

bA

A

Dec. oracle

Challenge

C*

C = (c1, c2)
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Proof of

CCAKEM + CCASKE = CCAPKE (2/4)

⚫ Game 2 ⚫ Game 3

Pr[bA = b in Game 2] Pr[bA = b in Game 3]

pk

m0, m1

m /⊥

If c1 = c*1 then K K’

else K  Decap(sk, c1)

m  SDec(K, c2)

(c*1, K*)  Encap (pk)

K’ random

c*2  SEnc(K’, mb)

C*  (c*1, c*2)bA

A

Dec. oracle

Challenge

C*

C = (c1, c2)

pk

m0, m1

m /⊥

If c1 = c*1 then K K*

else K Decap(sk, c1)

m  SDec(K, c2)

(c*1, K*)  Encap (pk)

c*2  SEnc(K*, mb)

C* (c*1, c*2)

bA

A

Dec. oracle

Challenge

C*

C = (c1, c2)
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Proof of

CCAKEM + CCASKE = CCAPKE (2/4)

⚫ Game 2 ⚫ Game 3

Pr[bA = b in Game 2] Pr[bA = b in Game 3]

pk

m0, m1

m /⊥

If c1 = c*1 then K K’

else K  Decap(sk, c1)

m  SDec(K, c2)

(c*1, K*)  Encap (pk)

K’ random

c*2  SEnc(K’, mb)

C*  (c*1, c*2)bA

A

Dec. oracle

Challenge

C*

C = (c1, c2)

pk

m0, m1

m /⊥

If c1 = c*1 then K K*

else K Decap(sk, c1)

m  SDec(K, c2)

(c*1, K*)  Encap (pk)

c*2  SEnc(K*, mb)

C* (c*1, c*2)

bA

A

Dec. oracle

Challenge

C*

C = (c1, c2)

≈
Due to IND-CCA security of KEM Γ

Note: If A submits a dec. query (c1, c2) s.t. c1 = c*1,

the reduction (CCA adversary of KEM Γ) can’t submit c*1 as its own dec. query

But, it can just decrypt c2 using the challenge session-key K*

-- If K* is a real session-key corresponding to c*1, the dec. result is as in Game 2

-- If K* is random, the dec. result is as in Game 3
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Proof of

CCAKEM + CCASKE = CCAPKE (3/4)

⚫ Game 3 ⚫ Game 4

Pr[bA = b in Game 3] Pr[bA = b in Game 4]

pk

m0, m1

m /⊥

If c1 = c*1 then K K’

else K Decap(sk, c1)

m  SDec(K, c2)

(c*1, K*)  Encap (pk)

K’ random

c*2  SEnc(K’, 0)

C*  (c*1, c*2)bA

A

Dec. oracle

Challenge

C*

C = (c1, c2)

≈
Due to IND-OTCCA security of SKE E

pk

m0, m1

m /⊥

If c1 = c*1 then K K’

else K Decap(sk, c1)

If K = ⊥ then reject

else m  SDec(K, c2)

(c*1, K*)  Encap (pk)

K’ random

c*2  SEnc(K’, mb)

C*  (c*1, c*2)bA

A

Dec. oracle

Challenge

C*

C = (c1, c2)
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Proof of

CCAKEM + CCASKE = CCAPKE (4/4)

⚫ Game 4

pk

m0, m1

m /⊥

If c1 = c*1 then K K’

else K Decap(sk, c1)

m  SDec(K, c2)

(c*1, K*)  Encap (pk)

K’ random

c*2  SEnc(K’, 0)

C* (c*1, c*2)bA

A

Dec. oracle

Challenge

C*

C = (c1, c2)

⚫ In Game 4, mb appears nowhere

➔ Pr[bA = b in Game 4] = 1/2

⚫ In summary,

Pr[bA = b in Game 1]

≈ … ≈

Pr[bA = b in Game 4] = 1/2

➔ A’s CCA advantage =

|Pr[bA = b in Game 1] － 1/2| = neg.



Other Hybrid Composition 

Paradigms

⚫ [HK07]

⚫ [AGKS05]
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Constrained

CCA KEM

One-time

authenticated

SKE

CCA2

PKE+

CCA Tag-KEM OTCPA SKE
CCA2

PKE+

Slightly weaker

form of CCA security
OTCPA + one-time integrity of CT

Syntax is different from

a standard KEM 



Part 1 Outline

⚫ Naor-Yung construction

⚫ KEM & Hybrid Encryption

⚫ Hash proof systems

⚫ Fujisaki-Okamoto construction
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CCA PKE/KEM Based on

Hash Proof System

⚫ Cramer and Shoup showed the first practical CCA 

secure PKE based on the DDH assumption [CS98]

⚫ They generalized and abstract their construction using 

the notion of Hash Proof System (HPS) [CS02]

⚫ HPS is a special kind of NIZK proof system for a specific 

NP language called a subset membership problem
43

HPS
w. smoothness + HPS

w. universal-2

CCA

KEM



Subset Membership Problem 

(SMP)

⚫ Given c ∊ U (universe),

tell whether c ∊ L or c ∊ U－L

⚫ Example: Diffie-Hellman tuple

Let G be a cyclic group of prime order p and prm = (g, h = gα) ∊ G2

⚫ U = G2

⚫ L = { (c1, c2) ∊ G2 | c2 = c1
α }      witness is w = Dlogg c1 s.t. (c1, c2) = (gw, hw) = (gw, gαw)

⚫ Assuming the hardness of this SMP is nothing but the DDH assumption

⚫ Hardness of SMP:

44

Valid instances L

Universe U

A

x

bA

∀ PPT A:

| Pr[bA = b] － 1/2|

= neg.

Random in L       if b=1

Random in U－L if b=0
prm,

Invalid 

Instances

U－L
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Hash Proof System [CS02]

⚫ A special kind of designated-verifier non-interactive

ZK proof system for a SMP (U, L, prm)

⚫ A proof π is associated with a string “tag” (it could be empty string)

VerifierProver

sk

c, “proof” π, tag

Want to convince 

that I know w for

c ∊ L pk
w
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Hash Proof System [CS02]

⚫ A special kind of designated-verifier non-interactive

ZK proof system for a SMP (U, L, prm)

⚫ A proof π is associated with a string “tag” (it could be empty string)

VerifierProver

sk

c, “proof” π, tag

Want to convince 

that I know w for

c ∊ L pk

Verification

done by 

checking if

π = Hsk(tag, c)

π = Hsk(tag, c) is 

publicly computable 

by

π = Pub(pk, tag, w) 

using w for ∀ tag

w

Even if witness w is not known,

Hsk(tag, c) can be

efficiently computed by sk

π = Hsk(tag, c)

Even for c ∉ L



⚫ 3 deterministic algorithms

⚫ In this tutorial, we will recall 2 statistical properties

⚫ Smoothness (next page) and Universal-2 (later)

Hash Proof System
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Key Generation pk  HKG(sk)

Private Evaluation π  Hsk(tag, c)

Public Evaluation π  Pub(pk, tag, w)
w: witness

for c ∊ L

c ∊ U

Given sk, π for any 

c ∊ U (not only L) 

can be computed 

Correctness: ∀x ∊ L and witness w, tag, sk,  pk = HKG(sk):

it holds that Hsk(tag, x) = Pub(pk, tag, w)



Smoothness

⚫ Intuition: 

If sk and “invalid” c ∊ U－L are chosen randomly,

π = Hsk(tag, c) is statistically indistinguishable from random,

even given pk (and tag)
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A

pk,

c,

πb bA

∀ tag and comp. unbounded A:

|Pr[bA = b] － 1/2| = neg.

b  {0,1}

sk random

pk HKG(sk)

c U－L

π1  Hsk(tag,c)

π0  random

sk

pk

Enough entropy 

left in sk

HKG



Concrete HPS for DH-SMP

with Smoothness

⚫ HKG:

Given sk = (x1, x2) ∊ (Zp)
2, compute pk = gx1hx2 ∊ G

⚫ Private evaluation:

Hsk(c1, c2) = c1
x1c2

x2 ∊ G

⚫ Public evaluation:

Given w s.t. (c1, c2) = (gw, hw), compute π = (pk)w ∊ G

⚫ Note: (pk)w = (gx1hx2)w = (gw)x1(hw)x2 = (c1
x1c2

x2) = Hsk(c1, c2) 

⚫ Intuition for smoothness
⚫ pk reveals one linear equation Dlogg(pk) = x1 + α・x2, but otherwise hides sk = (x1, x2)

➔ If (c*1, c*2) ∊ U－L, Hsk(c1,c2) = c1
x1c2

x2 constitutes another linearly independent equation

and the remaining entropy of sk makes it look random
49

Diffie-Hellman SMP

・prm = (g, h) = (g, gα) ∊ G2

・U = G2,

・L= { (c1, c2)∊ G2 | c2 = c1
α },

with witness w = Dlogg c1



Warm up:

CPA KEM from HPS

⚫ Building Blocks:

⚫ SMP (prm, L, U)

⚫ HPS = (HKG, H, Pub) for SMP (with empty-tag)

⚫ KEM construction: Γ = (KKG, Encap, Decap)

⚫ Thm:

If SMP is hard and HPS satisfies smoothness,

then KEM Γ is CPA secure
50

⚫ KKG:
1. sk  random

2. pk  HKG(sk)

3. Return (pk, sk)

⚫ Decap(sk, c)
1. Return K Hsk(c)

⚫ Encap(pk)
1. Pick random c ∊ L and witness w

2. K  Pub(pk, w)

3. Return (c, K)



Intuition for CPA Security
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⚫ KKG:
1. sk  random

2. pk  HKG(sk)

3. Return (pk, sk)

⚫ Encap(pk)
1. Pick random c ∊ L and witness w

2. K  Pub(pk, w)

3. Return (c, K)

⚫ Decap(sk, c)
1. Return K Hsk(c)

⚫ We want to use smoothness of HPS to say that K looks random

⚫ Before using smoothness, we need to make c invalid (i.e. c ∊ U－L)

➔ Hardness of SMP can help to switch c ∊ L into c ∊ U－ L,

but before doing so, we have to ensure that the witness w is not used 

for computing K

➔ Before using so, we switch the computation of K from public 

evaluation (using pk and w) to private evaluation (using sk and c)
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Proof of

CPA KEM Based on HPS (1/3)

pk,

c*,

K*b

Pick random c* ∊ L

with witness w*

K*1  Pub(pk, w*)

K*0  random

bA

A

Challenge

⚫ Game 1 (CPA game) ⚫ Game 2

Pr[bA = b in Game 1] Pr[bA = b in Game 2]=
Due to Correctness of HPS
(If c* ∊ L, then Pub(pk, w) = Hsk(c*)  )

b {0,1}

sk  random

pk  HKG(sk)

pk,

c*,

K*b

Pick random c* ∊ L

with witness w*

K*1  Hsk(c*)

K*0  random

bA

A

Challenge

b {0,1}

sk  random

pk  HKG(sk)
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Proof of

CPA KEM Based on HPS (2/3)

⚫ Game 2 ⚫ Game 3

Pr[bA = b in Game 2] Pr[bA = b in Game 3]

pk,

c*,

K*b

Pick random c* ∊ U－L

K*1  Hsk(c*)

K*0  random

bA

A

Challenge

b {0,1}

sk  random

pk  HKG(sk)

pk,

c*,

K*b

Pick random c* ∊ L

with witness w*

K*1  Hsk(c*)

K*0  random

bA

A

Challenge

b {0,1}

sk  random

pk  HKG(sk)

≈
Due to Hardness of SMP
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Proof of

CPA KEM Based on HPS (2/3)

⚫ Game 2 ⚫ Game 3

Pr[bA = b in Game 2] Pr[bA = b in Game 3]

pk,

c*,

K*b

Pick random c* ∊ U－L

K*1  Hsk(c*)

K*0  random

bA

A

Challenge

b {0,1}

sk  random

pk  HKG(sk)

pk,

c*,

K*b

Pick random c* ∊ L

with witness w*

K*1  Hsk(c*)

K*0  random

bA

A

Challenge

b {0,1}

sk  random

pk  HKG(sk)

≈
Due to Hardness of SMP

Interestingly, this game hop can be shown even if A make dec. queries,

because the reduction (the SMP solver) can know sk.

(Indistinguishability comes only from the instance c* used as the challenge CT)
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Proof of

CPA KEM Based on HPS (3/3)

⚫ Game 3

⚫ In Game 3, the view of A is exactly 

as in the smoothness game

➔ Smoothness of HPS implies

|Pr[bA = b in Game 3] － 1/2| = neg.

⚫ In summary,

Pr[bA = b in Game 1]

≈ … ≈

Pr[bA = b in Game 3], and

|Pr[bA = b in Game 3] － 1/2| = neg.

➔ A’s CPA advantage =

|Pr[bA = b in Game 1] － 1/2| = neg.

pk,

c*,

K*b

Pick random c* ∊ U－L

K*1  Hsk(c*)

K*0  random

bA

A

Challenge

b {0,1}

sk  random

pk  HKG(sk)



Towards CCA Security

⚫ This KEM can’t be proved CCA secure

⚫ Where do we get stuck?

⚫ Game1 and Game 2 are identical ☺

⚫ The hop from Game 2 to Game 3 can be performed

even if A makes dec. queries ☺

⚫ We can’t argue | Pr[bA = b in Game 3] – 1/2| = neg.

if A makes dec. queries 
56

⚫ KKG:
1. sk  random

2. pk  HKG(sk)

3. Return (pk, sk)

⚫ Decap(sk, c)
1. Return K Hsk(c)

⚫ Encap(pk)
1. Pick random c∊L and witness w

2. K  Pub(pk, w)

3. Return (c, K)



Observations in Game 3

⚫ If A submits a valid c ∊ L as a dec. query,

its answer doesn’t leak the info. of sk beyond pk, because

⚫ Correctness of HPS ensures K = Hsk(c) can be computed only from

pk and witness w for c ∊ L

⚫ Smoothness is a statistical property (against a comp. unbounded adversary)

⚫ Comp. unbounded adv. can find w for c ∊ L and K = Hsk(c) by itself

⚫ However, if A submits an invalid c ∊ U－L (other than c*) as a dec. query,

evaluation of invalid Hsk(c) may leak the info. of sk

➔ Smoothness of HPS can’t ensure that K*1 = Hsk(c*) looks random

⚫ To achieve CCA security, we use another HPS for validity checking of c,

so that dec. queries don’t leak the information of sk

⚫ [CS02]
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CCA KEM Based on HPS

⚫ Building Blocks:

⚫ SMP (prm, L, U)

⚫ HPS = (HKG, H, Pub) for SMP (with empty-tag)

⚫ HPS’ = (HKG’, H’, Pub’) for SMP

⚫ CCA KEM construction: Γ = (KKG, Encap, Decap)
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⚫ KKG:
1. sk  random

2. sk’  random

3. SK (sk, sk’)

4. pk  HKG(sk)

5. pk’ HKG’(sk’)

6. PK  (pk, pk’) 

7. Return (PK, SK)

⚫ Decap(sk, C)
1. (c,π)  C

2. tag c

3. If H’sk’(tag,c) ≠ π reject

4. Return K Hsk(c)

⚫ Encap(PK)
1. Pick random c∊L and witness w

2. K  Pub(pk, w)

3. tag c     (*)

4. π Pub’(pk’, tag, w)

5. C (c, π)

6. Return (C, K)

(*) If c doesn’t fit the tag-space, we use a collision-resistant hash 



CCA Security of

HPS-Based KEM

⚫ Thm [CS02]:

⚫ Assume

⚫ SMP is hard

⚫ HPS satisfies smoothness

⚫ HPS’ satisfies universal-2

➔ HPS-based KEM is IND-CCA

59



Universal-2

⚫ Similar to simulation-soundness of NIZK proofs

⚫ If sk is chosen randomly,

even after observing pk = HKG(sk) 

and π = Hsk(tag,c) for invalid c ∊ U－L,

the “second” evaluation Hsk(tag’,c’) is statistically hard to guess

for any (c’, tag’) ≠ (c, tag) and c’∊ U－L

60

A

pk,

c,

π

tag’,

c’, 

π’

∀ tag and comp. unbounded A:

Pr[Hsk(tag’,c’) = π’

∧ c’ ∊ U－L

∧ (tag’,c’) ≠ (tag,c) ] = neg.

sk random

pk HKG(sk)

c U－L

π Hsk(tag,c)

(*) slightly simplified and weakened 

from the definition of [CS02]



Concrete HPS for DH-SMP

with Universal-2

⚫ HKG:

Given     sk = (y1, y2, z1, z2) ∊ (Zp)
4,

compute pk = (gy1hz1, gy2hz2) ∊ G2

⚫ Private evaluation:

Hsk(tag, c1,c2) = c1
y1 + tag・y2c2

z1 + tag・z2 ∊ G

⚫ Public evaluation:

Given w s.t. (c1, c2) = (gw, hw) and

pk = (pk1, pk2) ∊ G2,

compute (pk1)
w・(pk2)

tag・w ∊ G

⚫ Universal-2 can be shown with a similar reasoning about

linear equations of sk leaked from pk and Hsk(tag, c1, c2) 61

Diffie-Hellman SMP

・prm = (g, h) = (g, gα) ∊ G2

・U = G2,

・L= { (c1, c2)∊ G2 | c2 = c1
α },

with witness w = Dlogg c1

High-level structure:

Parallelly use

the previous HPS 

with smoothness



How Universal-2 Help?

⚫ Consider Game 3-like situation

⚫ Adversary A is given the challenge C* = (c*, π*) and K*b,

where  c* ∊ U－L, π* = H’sk’(tag*=c*, c*), and K*1 = H(c*)

⚫ Even if A submits a dec. query (c, π) s.t. c ∊ U－L,

it is almost always rejected because

⚫ If c = c*, then π ≠ π* must hold, and the validity check cannot hold

⚫ If c ≠ c*, then universal-2 of HPS’ guarantees that it is unlikely that 

H’sk’(tag=c,c) = π holds

⚫ Finding such π is statistically hard

62

⚫ KKG:

1. sk  random

2. sk’  random

3. SK  (sk, sk’)

4. pk  HKG(sk)

5. pk’ HKG’(sk’)

6. PK  (pk, pk’) 

7. Return (PK, SK)

⚫ Decap(sk, C)

1. (c,π)  C

2. tag  c

3. If H’sk’(tag,c) ≠ π reject

4. Return K  Hsk(c)

⚫ Encap(PK)

1. Pick random c∊L and witness w

2. K  Pub(pk, w)

3. tag  c

4. π  Pub’(pk’, tag, w)

5. C (c, π)

6. Return (C, K)



How Universal-2 Help?

⚫ Hence, we can add a game in which all dec. queries C = (c, π) s.t. c ∊ U－L

is rejected, before we use smoothness of HPS

➔ Universal-2 of HPS’ ensures that the difference of Pr[bA = b]

before/after this game is neg.

➔ Since dec. queries C = (c, π) with invalid c ∊ U－L no longer leaks

the info. of sk, we can use smoothness of HPS to say that K*1 is random
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⚫ KKG:

1. sk  random

2. sk’  random

3. SK  (sk, sk’)

4. pk  HKG(sk)

5. pk’ HKG’(sk’)

6. PK  (pk, pk’) 

7. Return (PK, SK)

⚫ Decap(sk, C)

1. (c,π)  C

2. tag  c

3. If H’sk’(tag,c) ≠ π reject

4. Return K  Hsk(c)

⚫ Encap(PK)

1. Pick random c∊L and witness w

2. K  Pub(pk, w)

3. tag  c

4. π  Pub’(pk’, tag, w)

5. C (c, π)

6. Return (C, K)



Analogy between

Naor-Yung and HPS-Based KEM

⚫ NY-construction
⚫ Two key pairs of CPA PKE

⚫ Message finally hidden by the 

CPA security of PKE π1

⚫ Invalid dec. queries handled by 

sk2 of PKE π2 and simulation-

soundness of NIZK proof P

⚫ C = (c1, c2, π)

⚫ HPS-based KEM
⚫ Two HPSes

⚫ Session-key random by 

smoothness of HPS

⚫ Invalid dec. queries handled by 

Universal-2 of HPS’

⚫ C = (c, π)

64

We can in fact view this part as a 

“proof”-part of a NY-ciphertext

analogy



Other Remarks on HPS

⚫ [CS02] showed several other instantiations of SMPs and HPSes

⚫ QR assumption [GM84], DCR assumption [Pai99]

⚫ There are non-Cramer-Shoup-type formalizations of HPS whose 

purpose is not CCA secure KEM, but other crypto. primitives & 

protocols

⚫ Key exchange [KV09]

⚫ Oblivious transfer [HK12]

⚫ …

⚫ For more information, see recent papers on HPS

⚫ E.g. Benhamouda et al.@PKC’18 [BBDQ18]
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Part 1 Outline

⚫ Naor-Yung construction

⚫ KEM & Hybrid Encryption

⚫ Hash proof systems

⚫ Fujisaki-Okamoto construction

66



Fujisaki-Okamoto

Constructions [FO99a,FO99b,FO13]

⚫ Transformations for converting any CPA secure PKE into one 

achieving IND-CCA security in the random oracle (RO) model [BR93]

⚫ Simple, powerful, and useful

67

CPA

PKE
H

cryptographic

hash function

PKE

CCA secure

in RO model
+



Random Oracle Model [BR93]

⚫ Idealization of a cryptographic hash function

⚫ Very useful for constructing systems with practical efficiency

⚫ Some inconsistencies to the standard model are known (e.g. [CGH98]),

but still widely-used
68

Random Function H
Construction of

crypto primitive

A

x

H(x)

x

H(x)



Fujisaki-Okamoto

Constructions

⚫ There are 3 versions by the authors themselves

⚫ PKC’99 [FO99a]

⚫ Simplest, applicable to IND-CPA PKE

⚫ CRYPTO’99 [FO99b]

⚫ Slightly more complicated, adopting hybrid encryption,

applicable to any one-way CPA PKE

⚫ JoC’13 [FO13]

⚫ Slight extension of CRYPTO’99

⚫ The transformations are applicable to not only PKE but other 

advanced form of encryption schemes (such as IBE, ABE, etc.)

⚫ On the other hand, its proof is not so simple (in my opinion)
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Fujisaki-Okamoto

Construction (PKC’99 ver.)

⚫ Building blocks:

⚫ PKE π = (KG, Enc, Dec)  s.t. Randomness space of Enc is {0,1}k

⚫ Cryptographic hash function H : {0,1}* ➔ {0,1}k (modeled as RO)

⚫ FO construction: ΠFO = (KGFO, EncFO, DecFO)

70

⚫ KGFO:
1. (pk, sk)  KG

2. PK (pk, H)

3. Return (PK, sk)

⚫ DecFO(sk, c)
1. x Dec(sk, c)

2. If x = ⊥ then return ⊥

3. Parse x as r||m

4. If Enc(pk, r||m; R) = c

then return m else ⊥

⚫ EncFO(PK, m)
1. r  {0,1}k

2. R  H(r||m)

3. c  Enc(pk, r||m; R)

4. Return c



Several Variants Transforming

“weak encryption” into CCA

⚫ Bellare-Rogaway [BR93]

⚫ OAEP [BR94]

⚫ There are also several variants of OAEP

⚫ REACT [OP01]

⚫ GEM [CHJ+02]

⚫ Dent [Den03]

⚫ KEM-version of FO

⚫ Recently, there are also several results on constructions 

in the Quantum RO model (where an adversary may 

have quantum-access to the RO)

⚫ [TU16], [HHK17], [SXY18], [JZC+18] 71



CCA Security of

Fujisaki-Okamoto

⚫ Thm:

⚫ Assume the underlying PKE π is IND-CPA

and has “large ciphertext entropy”.

Then, the FO construction πFO is IND-CCA in the RO model

⚫ In the original paper, the above theorem is proved via the notion of 

”Plaintext-Awareness” [BDPR98]
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Large Ciphertext Entropy

⚫ Informally, it requires the output of Enc has large entropy (over the 

choice of randomness) s.t. no particular value is output too frequently

⚫ Formally,

maxpk, m, c’ PrcEnc(pk, m)[c’ = c] = neg.

⚫ The original paper [FO99a] calls this property (in a slightly different 

form) the γ-uniformity

⚫ Any natural construction of PKE satisfies this notion

⚫ e.g. ElGamal C = (gr, (pk)r・m)

⚫ Even if a PKE does not satisfy the above, we can generically 

transform it to satisfy the above by attaching randomness to CT

⚫ c’ = c||r
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Intuition for Security (1/2)

⚫ Plaintext m is encrypted by a CPA secure PKE π,

but its randomness is derived from m (Circularity! )

⚫ Since H is an RO, unless adversary A queries (r*||mb) to H, 

R* = H(r*||mb) should behave like a random string

⚫ ➔If there is no dec. query, we can expect that r*||mb

encrypted in the challenge CT c* = Enc(pk, r*||mb; R*) is 

hidden due to the CPA security of π
74

c = Enc(pk, r||m ; H(r||m) )



Intuition for Security (2/2)

⚫ Also, due to the validity check by re-encryption in DecFO and the large 

ciphertext entropy, A can’t create a ciphertext c = Enc(pk, r||m; H(r||m)), 

without ever querying (r||m) to the RO H (plaintext-awareness)

⚫ If (r||m) is known to A, the dec. result m doesn’t give A any new info.

⚫ This property ensures that sk need not be used to answer dec. queries

⚫ The last concern: A may somehow submit (r*||mb) to the RO H after given c*

⚫ Since the answer to the query leaks R* used to generate c*, 

we can no longer say (r*||mb) is hidden from A’s view

⚫ But, extracting r* from c* is possible only after breaking the IND-CPA

security of π

➔ We can bound the probability that A makes such bad H-query

by the CPA security of π
75

c = Enc(pk, r||m ; H(r||m) )
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Security Proof of FO (1/7)

pk

m0, m1

c

m /⊥

(r||m)  Dec(sk, c)

If Enc(pk, r||m; H(r||m))≠⊥
then reject else return m

Pick r*  {0,1}k

R* H(r*||mb)

c* Enc(pk, r*||mb; R*)
bA

A

Dec. oracle

Challenge

⚫ Game 1 (CCA in RO game) ⚫ Game 2

c*

Pr[bA = b in Game 1] Pr[bA = b in Game 2]=
No difference in the behaviors of oracles in A’s viewpoint

If (r||m, R) ∊ L then return R

Pick R {0,1}k

Add (r||m, R) to L & return R

H oracle
r || m

R

L empty list

pk

m0, m1

c

m /⊥

(r||m)  Dec(sk, c)

If Enc(pk, r||m; H(r||m))≠⊥
then reject else return m

R* H(r*||mb)

c* Enc(pk, r*||mb; R*)

bA

A

Dec. oracle

Challenge

c*

If (r||m, R, c) ∊ L then return R

Pick R {0,1}k

c  Enc(pk, r||m; R)

Add (r||m, R, c) to L & return R

H oracle
r || m

R

L empty list

Pick r* {0,1}k
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Security Proof of FO (2/7)

⚫ Game 2 ⚫ Game 3

Pr[bA = b in Game 2] Pr[bA = b in Game 3]

pk

m0, m1

c

m /⊥

If (r||m, R, c)∊ L then

return m else reject

(sk is not used!!)

R* H(r*||mb)

c* Enc(pk, r*||mb; R*)

bA

A

Dec. oracle

Challenge

c*

If (r||m, R, c) ∊ L then return R

Pick R {0,1}k

c  Enc(pk, r||m; R)

Add (r||m, R, c) to L & return R

H oracle
r || m

R

L empty list

Pick r* {0,1}k

pk

m0, m1

c

m /⊥

(r||m)  Dec(sk, c)

If Enc(pk, r||m; H(r||m))≠⊥
then reject else return m

R* H(r*||mb)

c* Enc(pk, r*||mb; R*)

bA

A

Dec. oracle

Challenge

c*

If (r||m, R, c) ∊ L then return R

Pick R {0,1}k

c  Enc(pk, r||m; R)

Add (r||m, R, c) to L & return R

H oracle
r || m

R

L empty list

Pick r* {0,1}k
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Security Proof of FO (2/7)

⚫ Game 2 ⚫ Game 3

Pr[bA = b in Game 2] Pr[bA = b in Game 3]

pk

m0, m1

c

m /⊥

If (r||m, R, c)∊ L then

return m else reject

(sk is not used!!)

R* H(r*||mb)

c* Enc(pk, r*||mb; R*)

bA

A

Dec. oracle

Challenge

c*

If (r||m, R, c) ∊ L then return R

Pick R {0,1}k

c  Enc(pk, r||m; R)

Add (r||m, R, c) to L & return R

H oracle
r || m

R

L empty list

Pick r* {0,1}k

pk

m0, m1

c

m /⊥

(r||m)  Dec(sk, c)

If Enc(pk, r||m; H(r||m))≠⊥
then reject else return m

R* H(r*||mb)

c* Enc(pk, r*||mb; R*)

bA

A

Dec. oracle

Challenge

c*

If (r||m, R, c) ∊ L then return R

Pick R {0,1}k

c  Enc(pk, r||m; R)

Add (r||m, R, c) to L & return R

H oracle
r || m

R

L empty list

Pick r* {0,1}k

≈
Due to large ciphertext entropy of PKE π

Game 2 and Game 3 are identical unless A submits a dec. query c s.t.

(r||m, R, c) is not in L but it is not rejected in Game 2

➔ Since corresponding (r||m) has not been queried to H oracle,

R = H(r||m) is completely hidden from A’s view at the point of the query

➔ Since R is uniform random, it is statistically hard to find c s.t.

c = Enc(pk, (r||m); R) due to the large ciphertext entropy of PKE π

➔ Probability that A submits such a bad H-query c is negligible
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Security Proof of FO (3/7)

⚫ Game 3 ⚫ Game 4

Pr[bA = b in Game 3] Pr[bA = b in Game 4]

pk
c

m /⊥

If (r||m, R, c)∊ L then

return m else reject

(sk is not used!!)

bA

A

Dec. oracle

If r = r* occurs before challenge,

return ⊥
If (r||m, R, c) ∊ L then return R

Pick R {0,1}k

c  Enc(pk, r||m; R)

Add (r||m, R, c) to L & return R

H oracle

r || m

R

L empty list

Pick r* {0,1}k

≈
r* is info.-theoretically hard to guess before challenge

pk

m0, m1

c

m /⊥

If (r||m, R, c)∊ L then

return m else reject

(sk is not used!!)

R*  H(r*||mb)

c* Enc(pk, r*||mb; R*)
bA

A

Dec. oracle

Challenge

c*

If (r||m, R, c) ∊ L then return R

Pick R {0,1}k

c  Enc(pk, r||m; R)

Add (r||m, R, c) to L & return R

H oracle
r || m

R

m0, m1

R* H(r*||mb)

c* Enc(pk, r*||mb; R*)

Challenge

c*

L empty list

Pick r* {0,1}k
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Security Proof of FO (4/7)

⚫ Game 4 ⚫ Game 5

Pr[bA = b in Game 4] Pr[bA = b in Game 5]

pk
c

m /⊥

If (r||m, R, c)∊ L then

return m else reject

(sk is not used!!)

bA

A

Dec. oracle

If r = r* occurs before challenge,

return ⊥
If (r||m, R, c) ∊ L then return R

Pick R {0,1}k

c  Enc(pk, r||m; R)

Add (r||m, R, c) to L & return R

H oracle

r || m

R

L empty list

Pick r* {0,1}k

m0, m1

Pick R* {0,1}k

c* Enc(pk, r*||mb; R*)

Add (r*||mb, R*, c*) to L

Challenge

c*

pk
c

m /⊥

If (r||m, R, c)∊ L then

return m else reject

(sk is not used!!)

bA

A

Dec. oracle

If r = r* occurs before challenge,

return ⊥
If (r||m, R, c) ∊ L then return R

Pick R {0,1}k

c  Enc(pk, r||m; R)

Add (r||m, R, c) to L & return R

H oracle

r || m

R

L empty list

Pick r* {0,1}k

m0, m1

R* H(r*||mb)

c* Enc(pk, r*||mb; R*)

Challenge

c*

=
The distribution of A’s view is identical
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Security Proof of FO (5/7)

⚫ Game 5
⚫ We want to show

| Pr[bA = b in Game 5] － 1/2| = neg.

⚫ It seems CPA security of PKE π

straightforwardly implies this

⚫ However, the reduction (CPA 

attacker of π) can’ t properly handle 

H queries containing r* made after 

challenge, since it doesn’t know R*

⚫ Intuition again:

1. If A doesn’t make H-query with r*,

then CPA security of π helps

2. To make H-query with r*, A has to 

break CPA of π in the first place

pk
c

m /⊥

If (r||m, R, c)∊ L then

return m else reject

(sk is not used!!)

bA

A

Dec. oracle

If r = r* occurs before challenge,

return ⊥
If (r||m, R, c) ∊ L then return R

Pick R {0,1}k

c  Enc(pk, r||m; R)

Add (r||m, R, c) to L & return R

H oracle

r || m

R

L empty list

Pick r* {0,1}k

m0, m1 Challenge

c*
Pick R* {0,1}k

c*  Enc(pk, r*||mb; R*)

Add (r*||mb, R*, c*) to L



How to Bound

|Pr[bA = b in Game 5] －1/2| ?       (6/7)

⚫ For Game 5, we define the event:

⚫ S5: bA = b occurs 

⚫ Q5: A submits an H-query containing r* after challenge

⚫ We can decompose |Pr[bA = b in Game 5] － 1/2| as

= | Pr[S5] – 1/2 |

≦ | Pr[S5∧￢Q5] + (1/2)・Pr[Q5] － 1/2| + (1/2)・Pr[Q5]
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How to Bound

|Pr[bA = b in Game 5] －1/2| ?       (6/7)

⚫ For Game 5, we define the event:

⚫ S5: bA = b occurs 

⚫ Q5: A submits an H-query containing r* after challenge

⚫ We can decompose |Pr[bA = b in Game 5] － 1/2| as

= | Pr[S5] – 1/2 |

≦ | Pr[S5∧￢Q5] + (1/2)・Pr[Q5] － 1/2| + (1/2)・Pr[Q5]

83

Fact: For any events S and E, we have

|Pr[S] – 1/2| ≦ | Pr[S∧￢E] + (1/2)・Pr[E] – 1/2| + (1/2)・Pr[E]

Proof: If Pr[E] = 0 then trivially true. Otherwise,

|Pr[S] – 1/2| = | Pr[S∧￢E] + Pr[S | E]・Pr[E] – 1/2|

= | Pr[S∧￢E] + (1/2)・Pr[E] – (1/2)・Pr[E] + Pr[S |E]・P[E] – 1/2 |

≦| Pr[S∧￢E] + (1/2)・Pr[E] – 1/2| + |Pr[S|E] – 1/2|・Pr[E]

≦ | Pr[S∧￢E] + (1/2)・Pr[E] – 1/2| + (1/2)・Pr[E]



How to Bound

|Pr[bA = b in Game 5] －1/2| ?       (6/7)

⚫ For Game 5, we define the event:

⚫ S5: bA = b occurs 

⚫ Q5: A submits an H-query containing r* after challenge

⚫ We can decompose |Pr[bA = b in Game 5] － 1/2| as

= | Pr[S5] – 1/2 |

≦ | Pr[S5∧￢Q5] + (1/2)・Pr[Q5] － 1/2| + (1/2)・Pr[Q5]

⚫ We can bound both terms to be neg. due to CPA security of PKE π ,

because the reduction (CPA attacker) need not know R* if Q5 does not occur

⚫ If Q5 occurs, the reduction for the left just outputs a random bit
84

≒ A’s advantage in Game 5

w/o making H-query 

containing r* after challenge

Probability that A submits

an H-query containing r*

after challenge
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Security Proof of FO (7/7)

⚫ Game 5

⚫ In summary,

Pr[bA = b in Game 1]

≈ … ≈

Pr[bA = b in Game 5],

and

|Pr[bA = b in Game 5] － 1/2| = neg.

➔ A’s CCA advantage in RO model =

|Pr[bA = b in Game 1] － 1/2| = neg.

pk
c

m /⊥

If (r||m, R, c)∊ L then

return m else reject

(sk is not used!!)

bA

A

Dec. oracle

If r = r* occurs before challenge,

return ⊥
If (r||m, R, c) ∊ L then return R

Pick R {0,1}k

c  Enc(pk, r||m; R)

Add (r||m, R, c) to L & return R

H oracle

r || m

R

L empty list

Pick r* {0,1}k

m0, m1 Challenge

C*
Pick R* {0,1}k

c*  Enc(pk, r*||mb; R*)

Add (r*||mb, R*, c*) to L



Summary of Part 1

⚫ Naor-Yung

⚫ Hybrid Encryption

⚫ HPS-Based KEM

⚫ Fujisaki-Okamoto
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CCA

KEM
OTCCA

SKE

CCA

PKE+

H
cryptographic

hash function+

NIZK proof
w. sim.-soundness

CPA

PKE

CPA

PKE

+ CCA

PKE

CCA PKE
in ROM

HPS
w. smoothness + HPS

w. universal-2

CCA

KEM



Part 2:

Brief Survey of Recent Topics 

on CCA Secure PKE
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Outline

⚫ Generic assumptions

⚫ Tight security

⚫ Post-quantum security
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Fundamental Question on

CCA PKE

⚫ Can we construct CCA PKE only from CPA PKE?

⚫ To ultimately solve this open problem, we want to collect 

insights by considering what “generic assumptions” are 

sufficient to achieve CCA PKE

89

CPA

PKE

CCA

PKE??

???
CCA

PKE

≒ cryptographic primitives
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Generic Assumptions that 

Imply CCA PKE
Q. Which primitive(s) implies CCA secure PKE/KEM ??

???
CCA

PKE/KEM

CPA PKE

+ NIZK

IBE

(or TBE)
TDF

w/ additional

properties

Hom. PKE

w/ additional

properties

Lossy PKE

w. large

PT space

CPA PKE

+ UCE
CPA PKE

+ Point Obf.

PKE satisfying

sPA1 (for many keys)

& weak simulatability

Sender NCE

+ KDM SKE

Detectable

CCA PKE

1-bit PKE

w/ circular security

& reproducibility

[NY90,DDN91] [CHK04,Kiltz06] [PW08,RS09,KMO10,Wee10] [HLW12]

[HO12] [HO13]
[MH14a] [MH14b]

[MH15] [HK15][Dac14,MH16]

iO + OWF

[SW14]

CPA PKE

+ Hinting PRG

[KW18]

Hash Enc.

[DG17,DGHM18]



One Possibility…

⚫ What if constructing CCA PKE from CPA PKE is 

impossible?

⚫ Currently, we do not have techniques to completely rule 

out the possibility of constructing a primitive A from 

another primitive B

⚫ However, if we focus only on black-box constructions, 

we can rule out the possibilities [IR89]
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Black-Box Construction

= Construction and  Reduction

Building Block

Primitive
Black-Box

Target

Primitive

Adversary

against

Oracle

access
Oracle

access

(security proof)

Implementation 

of Adversary

against

(Fully)
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Black-Box Construction

⚫ = Construction and  Reduction

Building Block

Primitive
Black-Box

Target

Primitive

Adversary

against

Oracle

access
Oracle

access

(security proof)

Implementation 

of Adversary

against

• Most primitive-to-primitive constructions are 
black-box
➔ Black-box constructions are impossible
≒ Natural constructions are impossible 

(Fully)
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Negative Result [GMM07]

⚫ Shielding construction of

PKE Π = (KG, Enc, Dec) from

another PKE π = (kg, enc, dec)

kg enc dec

KG

kg enc dec

Enc

kg dec

Dec

enc

CPA

PKE
CCA1

PKE
Black-Box & 

Shielding

Impossible!!

Intuitively, validity 

checking by re-encryption 

is prevented  (c.f. FO)



Known Methods that Bypass 

Black-Box Impossibilities

⚫ (NIZK) Proof systems

⚫ Garbled Circuits

⚫ Obfuscation

⚫ Knowledge assumptions

⚫ Security properties that involve

“functions” in security definitions
(e.g. KDM security, leakage-resilience)

95

These primitives treat

the descriptions of 

underlying primitive 

E.g. Plaintext-awareness

(Adversary is treated as 

non-black-box)

[MH15]: The construction is 

black-box, but the reduction 

has to treat the description 

of the underlying primitive 

as a KDM-query in KDM 

security game



Open Problems

⚫ Can we construct CCA PKE from CPA PKE?

⚫ Can we weaken the assumptions of

the known constructions?

⚫ Can we strengthen the negative result of 

[GMM07] ?
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Outline

⚫ Generic assumptions

⚫ Tight security

⚫ Post-quantum security
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Multi-User/Challenge Security 

[BBM00]

⚫ The standard security model of IND-CCA considers 

single-key and single challenge CT

⚫ Bellare et al. [BBM00] defined

multi-user/multi-challenge version of CCA security 
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9999

IND-CCA Security

pk

Challenge

m0, m1

C* = Enc(pk,mb)

∀ PPT A,

|Pr[bA = b] － 1/2| = neg. 

C

m = Dec(sk, C)

Dec.

oracle

Challenge

oracle

(only once)

Guess

bA

b

Prohibited:

C = C*

A
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Multi-User/Multi-Challenge

IND-CCA Security

pk1,…, pkn

( j, m0, m1 )

C = Enc(pkj, mb)

∀ PPT A,

|Pr[bA = b] － 1/2| = neg. 

( j, C )

m = Dec(skj, C)

Dec.

oracle

Challenge

oracle

Guess

bA

b

Prohibited:

If C is returned as a 

response to challenge 

query with index j

A



Why We Care Multi-

User/Challenge Setting? 

⚫ Multi-user/challenge ver. is implied by single-user/challenge ver.,

but the “reduction loss” is proportional to #users and #challenge

⚫ ∀ Amulti attacking the n-user/q-challenge CCA,

∃ Bsingle attacking the single (i.e. standard) CCA, s.t.

Adv(Amulti) ≦ n・q・Adv(Bsingle)

⚫ The factors n and q could have huge effects in concrete security

⚫ Suppose n = 232 and q = 240

⚫ In order to achieve 128-bit security in n-user/q-challenge setting,

we need to use 200-bit secure scheme in the single setting

➔ Affects the parameter size
101

Each of half the world population 

sends almost 1 ciphertext/day



“Tight” Security

⚫ In general, to prove that a PKE scheme is secure against 

adversaries Acca that make qe-enc. (challenge) queries, and

qd dec. queries

in the n-user setting

based on an underlying hard problem P,

we show a reduction BP (solving P) s.t.

Adv(Acca) ≦ F(qe,qd,n,λ)・Adv(BP),

where F is a polynomial and λ is a security parameter

⚫ If F(qe,qd,n,λ) = F’(λ)   (i.e. independent of qe,qd,n),

and Time(Acca) ≈ Time(BP), we say that the reduction is tight,

and PKE is often called tightly CCA secure based on P
102

Ideally, just a constant



Tight Security

⚫ The first tightly secure CCA secure PKE based on

a simple “static” assumption (concretely, DLIN in bilinear groups)

was achieved by Hofheinz and Jager [HJ12]

⚫ Based on NY construction, but the scheme is very inefficient

⚫ After [HJ12], one of the recent trends is to construct a 

practical PKE scheme whose multi-user/challenge security 

is tightly reduced to a simple assumption
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Tightly Secure Schemes

104

Information taken from [Hof17,GHK17]

Scheme |pk| |C| － |m| Sec. loss Assumption Pairing?

[HJ12] O(1) O(λ) O(1) DLIN yes

[ADKNO13] O(1) O(λ) O(1) DLIN yes

[HKS15] O(λ) 2 O(λ) subgroup yes

[LPJY15] O(λ) 47 O(λ) DLIN yes

[AHY15] O(λ) 12 O(λ) DLIN yes

[GCDCT16] O(λ) 6k + 4 O(λ) k-LIN (k≧1) yes

[Hofheinz16] 2 60 O(λ) SXDH yes

[GHKW16] 2kλ 3k O(λ) k-LIN (k≧1) no

[Hofheinz17] 2k(k + 5) k + 4 O(λ) k-LIN (k≧2) yes

[Hofheinz17] 20 28 O(λ) DCR ---

[GHK17] 6 3 O(λ) DDH no

[GHK17] k2(k +1) + 4k k(k+2) O(λ) k-LIN (k≧1) no

#group elements#group elements

1-LIN = DDH, 2-LIN = DLIN



Open Problem

⚫ Is it possible to construct better schemes?

⚫ [GHK17] based on DDH seems as efficient as Cramer-Shoup [CS98]

⚫ There seems to be room for improvement for

⚫ constructions based on DCR

⚫ “truly” tight schemes (reduction loss O(1)  )

⚫ Do random oracles help to improve efficiency?

⚫ Note:

If RO is used, we have to also take into account #RO-queries of 

adversary

➔ ROs do not necessarily make the problem easier
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Outline

⚫ Generic assumptions

⚫ Tight security

⚫ Post-quantum security
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Quantum Computer

⚫ Quantum computer breaks many of 

widely-used cryptography [Shor94]

⚫ RSA, elliptic curve…

⚫ Need Post-quantum cryptography

⚫ Lattice, Code, Isogeny, Hash-based… 

⚫ NIST started standardization
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Based on EC’18 presentation slide by Takashi Yamakawa

Q. Why is a quantum computer so awesome?

Because it can do a kind of  parallel computation!
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Quantum Random Oracle (QRO)

Model [BDF+11] 

⚫ In the real world, ROs are instantiated  by a real hash functions 

➔ An adversary may quantumly compute it!

⚫ QRO model allows the adversary to evaluate the RO “in superposition”

⚫ Submit quantum states, and receives the evaluated quantum state
108

Random Oracle H

A
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Based on EC’18 presentation slide by Takashi Yamakawa



CCA Secure PKE Schemes

in QRO Model

⚫ Several works show security analyses of

existing RO-based constructions in the QRO model

⚫ Bellare-Rogaway [BDH+11,SXY18]

⚫ Fujisaki-Okamoto (and variants) [TU16,HHK17,JZC+18]

⚫ OAEP [TU16]
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H
cryptographic

hash function+One-way CPA

Deterministic PKE
CCA PKE

in QROM

H
cryptographic

hash function+One-way CPA

PKE
CCA PKE

in QROM

H
cryptographic

hash function+Partial-domain One-way

Deterministic PKE
CCA PKE

in QROM



Difficulty in QRO Model

⚫ Suppose that we want to prove

H(x) ≈c random when x is hard to compute

⚫ Let εind = best adversary’s advantage to break indistinguishability

εsearch = best adversary’s advantage to find x

⚫ In classical RO model, H(x) looks random as long as x is hard to find

➔ εind≦ εsearch

⚫ In Quatum RO model, the above argument doesn’t work

because an adversary may query superposition of all x

⚫ OW2H Lemma [Unr14]: 𝜺𝒊𝒏𝒅 ≤ 𝟐𝒒・ 𝜺𝒔𝒆𝒂𝒓𝒄𝒉
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Based on EC’18 presentation slide by Takashi Yamakawa

q = #H-query
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Based on EC’18 presentation slide by Takashi Yamakawa

Huge reduction loss can occur!!

Suppose q = 260.

If we want to achieve εind = 2-128 (128-bit security), 

we have to assume εsearch = 2-378 (378-bit security)

q = #H-query
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CCA Secure PKE 

Constructions in QRO Model

Paper Construction Assumption Reduction Loss

[BDH+11] Bellare-Rogaway One-way D-PKE 𝜖𝑐𝑐𝑎 ≈ 𝑞 𝜖𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑚𝑝

[SXY18] Bellare-Rogaway Disjoint- Simulatable

D-PKE

𝜖𝑐𝑐𝑎 ≈ 𝜖𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑚𝑝

[TU16,HHK17] Fujisaki-Okamoto One-way CPA
𝜖𝑐𝑐𝑎 ≈ 𝑞

3
2(𝜖𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑚𝑝)

1
4

[JZC+18] Fujisaki-Okamoto One-way CPA 𝜖𝑐𝑐𝑎 ≈ 𝑞 𝜖𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑚𝑝

[TU16] OAEP Partial-domain

One-way D-PKE
𝜖𝑐𝑐𝑎 ≈ 𝑞

7
4(𝜖𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑚𝑝)

1
8
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Disjoint simulatability [SXY18] is an indistinguishability-type notion for D-PKE, 

satisfied by D-PKE whose ciphertext is pseudorandom and

its CT-space is sparse (but it is not necessarily satisfied by most NIST PQ-competition candidates as it is)

Note: CCA security is in single-user/challenge setting

Based on EC’18 presentation slide by Takashi Yamakawa



Open Problems

⚫ Constructions with better reductions?

⚫ Can we avoid using Unruh’s OW2H lemma?

⚫ Can we prove that the reduction losses of

the existing constructions are inherent?

⚫ What about multi-user/challenge setting?
⚫ Current works focus only on single-user/challenge setting

⚫ Are other existing RO-constructions not listed in 

the previous slide also secure in the QRO 

model?
113



Summary

⚫ CCA secure PKE has been one of the central topics in public-key 

cryptography

⚫ Part1 reviewed basic constructions of CCA PKE

and how their security is proved

⚫ Naor-Yung, Hybrid Enc., HPS-based KEM, Fujisaki-Okamoto

⚫ Part 2 briefly reviewed recent hot topics on CCA PKE

⚫ General assumptions

⚫ Tight security

⚫ Post-quantum security

⚫ Still many interesting open problems are left
114

Thank you!
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